Am2 fuse toyota

On my 97 model 3. It's a 20amp mini wedge fuse and I have no idea what it is for, but when
blown will bring up the air bag warning light. I cannot notice anything else not working. Anyone
know what it is for? I just use the cigarette lighter fuse which is also 20amp and replace it later,
but this is the second time it's blown. Like Dislike. Some other Toyota sites for different cars so
it might not be the same say the AM2 fuse is for the ignition. Try disconnecting the starter
motor, replace the fuse and see if it pops when you turn the key. The van is starting ok and the
fuse has not blown again yet, so I don't think that could be it. It was starting fine even with the
fuse blown. AM1 and AM2 on the Townace and Estima are for ignition and starting, both
operated by the ignition switch, and both hefty fuses 40 or 30 Amp. Are you sure it is the AM2
one that is blowing, or perhaps it is a relay fuse? It did blow the AM1 fuse, but that was a short
in the wiring. A screw had rubbed through the insulation of the main ignition wire to the key
switch. I insulated the wire, moved it away and added a high density foam block above the
screw. It screws into the block of HD foam and cannot repeat the fault now. The AM1 fuse is a
bolted in fuse over in the box on the passenger side, but the AM2 is driver side and a small plug
in jobbie. Maybe I had a minor problem in the tow bar wiring? It will be live as the key is turned. I
have replaced the socket and sealed it up with silastic to prevent water getting in again. Turns
out the wife had reverse parked to a garden bed and bumped it. The casing was not sealing and
it has rained here. Cross my fingers that it will be OK now. Clive wrote: Now I'm worried, wife
driving and rain in Sydney Actually, the van is more her car than mine. It's our family bus as we
have 4 children. It's not for camping unlike many of your UK owned SC's. My car is a Focus ST
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blocked by a car infront which made it difficult for it to be towed 10hrs later. Web searching I
stubbles upon your question and feed back. I went to auto zone replaced the AM2 fuse and it
burned quickly. I then replaced it again and the same thing happened. After being towed to a
hybrid fix they were going to fix the problem for over at the dealer. The young man got my car
running by pulling the plug n this picture and reinstalling the 15a fuse for the AM2. I seen a diy
and proceeded to change in 2 hrs later my car was back running. Now i still have the problem
where my car struggles past 50mph and the yellow light with a squiggle comes on while I try to
accelate. Well hope anyone that is having trouble can find this helpful. As putting the car on
neutral and getting back running is essential for me. Thanks everyone. JC likes this. Glad to
hear the site has helped you. Very helpful when trying to explain to others problems your car is
experiencing. You guys are a lifesaver. I only hope that I didn't do any damage to my Prius. I
was going 70 on the freeway when my AM2 blew. I thought it was the main battery. What I did
notice is that my Prius holds its momentum for a while. I was able to cross 3 lanes of traffic and
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Standing with key in ignition and door open all was quiet. Then all of a sudden the door chime
starts singing. Thats weird too. Once I got home I popped the under hood fuse cover and AM2 is
blown. I don't know whats run through it but it was a no start. Relay checked out, and I have a
spare. Could it be this simple? I'm going to order all the fuses in this block because I ripped the
tops off 3 of them just trying to pull and reseat them. Kinda bummed about that. What could
cause AM2 to blow and leave a fellow stranded? Also anybody have a link to these fuses or part
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